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Based on the analysis to audit market structure, this paper defines three kinds of 
accounting firms which share our country audit market together, then designates the 
international Big 4, the domestic Big 5 and the local accounting firms as their 
representatives. It is necessary to examine behavior of three kinds of accounting firms 
from the view of different stakeholderes for our understanding them entirely. So, this 
paper attempts to analyze and empirically examine the behavioral difference of the 
three kinds of accounting firms from the view of listed company, investor and 
accounting firm. 
This dissertation finds that: (1) In listed companies’ opinion, the international 
Big 4 supplies higher quality audit services than the domestic Big 5 and the the local 
accounting firms, and the audit qulity of the latter two is no significant difference. (2) 
In investors’ opinion, the international Big 4 supplies highest quality audit services 
comparing to the domestic Big 5 and the local accounting firms, the the local 
accounting firms supplies lowest quality audit services. So the investors most believe 
the international Big 4 and least believe the local accounting firms, the domestic Big 5 
take the second place. (3) From the view of accounting firm, the international Big 4 
supplies lowest qulity but highest price audit services. Audit qulity and audit prcing is 
no significant difference supplied by the domestic Big 5 and the local accounting 
firms. (4) By taking the three empirical results into consideration, the accounting 
firms whose audit quality are higher in listed companies’ and investors’ opinion 
supplies low quality but high price audit service in reality. However, the accounting 
firms whose audit quality are low in listed companies’ and investors’ opinion supplies 
high quality but low price audit service in reality. From this, we can know that listed 
companies’ and investors’ conception to the behaviors of three kinds accounting firms 
is reverse to truth. 
These researches have examined the differences of the three kinds of accounting 
firms from the view of listed company, investor and accounting firm. The research 
results are useful to regulatory authority regulating audit market and creating public 
policy related, and important to development strategy for accounting firms. 
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